Commentary
field. PhD training is aimed at young people who have chosen to do research throughout their careers, regardless of the field of medicine in which they will work.
3. "Enlightened routine" is a slogan which emphasizes that the PhD-related research should be done at the very workplace at which the student is employed. Working "overtime" in another institution for the PhD thesis is a wrong decision, for organizational reasons and reason given in the previous paragraph. Enlightened routine means that a part of routine, everyday work should be "wrapped" into a hypothesis and investigated thoroughly, as it should be done in good research project (3).
4. Plan of the research must be meticulously prepared, starting with the hypothesis, type of study, the sample, outcome measures, and other, all to the list of the potential authors of the research report and their envisioned contributions (4).
5. Rush slowly -acting zealously implies more intensive work, which is fine, but good research needs perfect planning, preliminary experiments, technical perfection, preparing carefully day before experiment or procedure scheduled tomorrow, discussions, and other sophisticated skills; so, one has to -rush slowly, carefully; see also No. 2 above.
6. The mentor should be the best mentor for the thesis. There are many potential
In his "ecological model of mentoring" Dr Sambunjak (1) covered all aspects of wider environmental influences on mentoring. I would like just to emphasize some of his points, which I believe are present in all environments in which a young scientist strives to do the research required for the PhD thesis. I have experienced them with a number of doctoral fellows, including the author himself (2).
1. PhD candidate should know that a decent thesis cannot be done without "blood, sweat and tears". Hard work. Many years. Lots of failures and disappointments. However, science is not like football, where one can lose a well-played match because the goalkeeper had two last-minute mistakes; in science failures do not count, only successes.
2. The doctorate is not homework, but a pathway to becoming a scholar, someone who has gained master skills in a certain mentors around, but few are suitable because inadequate mentors prevail. Fortunately, today all data are on the internet; if the mentor has not published well, and especially if unproductive in recent times, he should be avoided: if the mentor does not publish, there is high chance that the PhD student will not, either.
7. Medical schools should improve their PhD programs and overall research-promoting efforts by introducing into their obligatory graduate curricula the evidence-based medicine (EBM) concept and work (5) . EBM requires good understanding of scientific principles and technology of reasoning, criteria of excellence and critical thinking, and makes literature reading more easy, selective and critical. Using the EBM approach, School of Medicine in Split has increased its graduation rate of one reformed doctoral program to around 60% (Sapunar D, personal communication, 2015).
